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Development of Thickness Trend Monitoring Technology
(Thin-Film UT Sensor) and Field Verification of Water
Treatment Technology (High-AVT) for HRSG FAC Control
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In the combined-cycle heat recovery steam generators (HRSGs) of thermal power plants,
tube wall thinning in the economizer occurs because of flow accelerated corrosion (FAC). To
verify measures for FAC mitigation such as material change and water treatment optimization, we
have developed a heat-resistant thin-film ultrasonic testing (UT) sensor that can be used to
measure the wall thickness of high temperature tubes while the unit is in operation. As an
assessment of the performance of this technology, we monitored tube wall thinning using our
thin-film UT sensor at an actual plant of TEPCO Fuel & Power, Inc., which consequently enabled
us to assess the effectiveness of the application of High-AVT water treatment against FAC.

|1. Introduction
In the combined cycle HRSGs of thermal power plants, FAC results in wall thinning of the
tubes in the economizer. When such thinning tendencies are observed in a system, countermeasures
such as changing the material in use from carbon steel to low-alloy steel with superior FAC
resistance, and altering the water treatment conditions (i.e., the application of High-AVT water
treatment) will be taken. To assess the tube wall thinning tendency, it is common to measure the wall
thickness of individual tubes on a regular basis. However, such measurement can normally be carried
out only when the unit is not in operation (e.g., during regular inspections). In this study,
heat-resistant thin-film UT sensors with which the wall thickness of high temperature tubes can be
measured while the unit is in operation were installed. We then monitored the wall thinning of piping
in the high pressure secondary economizer of the waste heat recovery boiler, while evaluating the
effectiveness of the application of High-AVT water treatment as a measure against tube wall thinning.

|2. HRSG trouble cases and application of High-AVT water
treatment
Table 1 lists the major water treatment methods for boiler feed-water and boiler water in
thermal power plants. Currently in HRSGs, feed-water undergoes all-volatile treatment (AVT) in
which ammonia and hydrazine are injected, while boiler water is subjected to phosphate treatment
in which phosphates are added.
Figure 1 shows an example of tube wall thinning caused by FAC in an HRSG, which
occurred at an overseas combined cycle plant. Over three years after the start of commercial
operation, the wall thickness of the tubes was reduced by half or more, resulting in leakage. In this
case, the probable cause is the pH level of feed-water or low-pressure drum water, which was kept
low. Figure 2 gives the relationship between the pH and the rate of wall thinning due to FAC. As it
has been demonstrated that the rate of tube wall thinning due to FAC is reduced at higher pH
levels, increasing the pH level is expected to have a mitigating effect against FAC.
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Table 1 Major water treatment methods for boiler feed-water and boiler water in thermal
power plants
Generaion
system

Steam power
generation

Combined
cycle power
generation

Heat source

Flame

Boiler
classification

Pressure
category

Boiler type

Feed water
treatment
method

Subcritical
pressure

Circulation
boiler

All volatile
treatment

Steam power
generator

Supercritical
pressure
Once-through
boiler
Ultra-supercritical
pressure
Waste heat
Subcritical
recovery
pressure
boiler
Heat recovery
Combustion
(circulation)
steam generator
flue gas
(HRSG)
Waste heat
Supercritical
recovery boiler
pressure
(once-through)

Figure 1

FAC example

Figure 2

Relationship between the pH and the FAC rate

Boiler water
treatment
method
All volatile
treatment
Phosphate
treatment

All volatile treatment
Oxygenated treatment
All volatile
treatment

All volatile
treatment
Phosphate
treatment

All volatile treatment

AVT with a high pH level exceeding the Japanese feed-water quality control standards
(upper pH limit of 9.7) provided by JIS B8223:2006 is known as “High-AVT water treatment.”
Since the JIS revisions in 2015, the upper pH limit for feed-water has been elevated from 9.7 to
10.3, allowing High-AVT water treatment (with a feed-water pH of 9.8 or higher) to be applied to
actual units. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the pH and the iron concentration at the
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feed-water pump outlet (measured values from an actual unit). The change made in the feed-water
pH level (from 9.6 to 9.8) has reduced the iron concentration by about 27%, which is considered to
have resulted from the mitigating effect against FAC.
As tube wall thickness can normally be measured only when the unit is not in operation (e.g.,
during regular inspections), the assessment necessitates several years in many cases. There is
almost no available data from actual plants that quantifies the effectiveness of the application of
High-AVT water treatment against wall thinning due to FAC.

Figure 3
Relationship between the pH and the iron
concentration at the low-pressure feed-water pump
outlet (measured values from an actual unit)

|3. About the thin-film UT sensor with heat resistance
Figure 4 depicts the exterior view of the heat-resistant thin-film UT sensor that was used to
monitor the tube wall thinning. The sensor is 1 mm thick and has a diameter of about 10 mm. It is
characterized by the ability to stably measure tube wall thickness, realized by its high flexibility,
which in turn enables the sensor to have a surface of its own to be attached to the curved surfaces
of objects, which is not possible with conventional UT sensors (e.g., elbows and small-bore tubes).
Moreover, as the upper temperature limit for sensor application is 200°C, the sensor can be
continuously used in high temperature environments. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the
sensor can be left attached to the economizer tubes at a temperature of approximately 150°C,
around which tube wall thinning tends to occur.

Figure 4

Exterior view of the heat-resistant thin-film UT sensor

Figure 5 indicates where the thin-film UT sensors were installed, while Figure 6 provides
photographs of tubes with the sensors attached. The sensors were installed in an area prone to tube
thinning, that is, near where the header casing and the heat exchanger tubes are jointed together.
The measurement cables connected to the sensors were laid until they reached outside the furnace.
The wall thickness of these tubes was thus measured outside the HRSG on a regular basis while the
unit was in operation.
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Figure 5

Locations for thin-film UT sensor installation

Figure 6

Photographs of tubes with thin-film UT sensors attached

|4. Tube wall thinning monitoring
Figure 7 compares the measurement results of our thin-film UT sensor (obtained at the time
of the sensor installation) with those of the conventional UT sensor (measured in room temperature
when the unit is not in operation). Figure 8 compares the measured values before and after the
start-up of the unit. It has been verified that the tube wall thicknesses obtained by measurement
with our thin-film UT sensor are in agreement with those of the conventional UT sensor. It has also
been demonstrated that the measurement values remain unchanged after the unit is put into
operation (i.e., after reaching the rated temperature of 142°C).
Figure 9 gives an example of monitoring tube wall thinning in high pressure secondary
economizer tubes (i.e., chronological change in tube wall thickness) and the temperature at the time
of each measurement. Despite having been exposed to a high temperature environment of nearly
150°C for about a year, the sensors did not show any deterioration such as declined sensitivity, thus
allowing us to securely obtain tube wall thickness data. There was no significant thinning observed
in any of the measurement locations.
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Figure 7 Measurement result comparison between the thin-film UT sensor
and the conventional one

Figure 8 Comparison of the measured values obtained
before/after start-up using the thin-film UT sensor
and the conventional one

As a measure against tube wall thinning, the water quality control method of this unit with
our thin-film UT sensors was changed from AVT water treatment to High-AVT water treatment.
To assess the effect of this measure, we calculated the rate of tube wall thinning prior to the
application of High-AVT using the unit’s past data on tube wall thickness (the total operation time
before changing the water quality control criteria was approximately 84,000 hours) and compared it
with that estimated based on the monitoring results with the use of our thin-film UT sensors
(Figure 10).
As can be seen in Figure 11, the rates of tube wall thinning of heat exchange tubes after the
application of High-AVT water treatment, which were estimated from the monitoring results, were
generally reduced by 50% or more relative to those before application. Thus, with the use of the
thin-film UT sensor, it became possible to monitor the wall thinning of the tubes while the unit was
in operation, enabling us to directly verify the preventive effect of the applied High-AVT water
treatment against tube wall thinning.
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Figure 9

Example of monitoring tuba wall thickness

Figure 10 Assessment of the effectiveness of High-AVT water treatment
application as a measure against tuba wall thinning

Figure 11 Preventive effect of High-AVT water treatment application against tuba
wall thinning
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|5. Conclusion
To assess the effectiveness of High-AVT water treatment, which was adopted as a measure
against tube wall thinning, we installed thin-film UT sensors on high pressure economizer tubes in
an HRSG and monitored the wall thinning of the tubes. Despite having been exposed to a high
temperature environment of nearly 150°C for a year, the installed thin-film UT sensors showed no
deterioration such as declined sensitivity, thus enabling the continuous measurement of tube wall
thickness. The measurement will continue to be carried out.
It was also demonstrated that the application of High-AVT water treatment allowed the rate
of thinning to be nearly halved from the rate before application. In addition to being effective as a
measure for FAC mitigation, High-AVT water treatment is useful in preventing phosphate
corrosion (alkali corrosion) or in realizing carcinogenic hydrazine-free operation, and we will
expand its application in the future.
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